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The advent of the genre specialist has been an important milestone in

tattooing's meteoric rise over the last decade. Specialisation was a

luxury denied to tattoo artists in the past. If you wanted to make a

living, you had to do whatever came through the door. Of course there

were always the pioneers and creative front runners whose work was

in such demand it meant they could pick and choose what they did –

but even they came up through the ranks learning their craft before

they reached that privileged position.

Perhaps there were so few specialists ten years ago because no

particular style of tattooing predominated. All the established genres

had their fans, and popularity constantly ebbed and flowed. This is

obviously still very much the case, but if you want your colour portrait,

your neo-classic birdcage or your dotwork sleeve you can now go to

someone who specialises in exactly that. It makes perfect sense to do

so.

This is where the supply and demand part kicks in. What if there are

more 'specialists' than people who want that particular style of tattoo?

Does a specialist risk becoming a one-trick pony... and a bit redundant

maybe? Now I'm no great sage or original thinker, but it does seem to

me that this is beginning to happen. And things are starting to change.

Noticing that they are suddenly just one among many in an ever-

increasing field of competent practitioners, some genre specialists are

starting to move in a different direction. Artists who made their name

in realism, for example, are moving away from that discipline in its

purest form and bringing graphics into their tattoos. The two styles are

incredibly effective together, and the combination gives the artist an

almost infinite freedom of expression, but a whole new skill set is

required to produce work in this way. Dotwork realism is also on the

rise.  Mixing and matching definitely seems to be where people want to

take things, and it's producing some interesting results.

Expanding your skill set and broadening your horizons is a good thing

in any walk of life, and tattooing is always going to grow creatively. But

we're about to experience a new evolutionary stage where a

contracting market is going to force artists to adapt. There simply can't

be room for everybody, can there? It's going to be survival of the

fittest...

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/ttoaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“A specialist is someone who

does everything else worse”

Ruggiero Ricci
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

fi NORTHAMPTON TATTOO CONVENTION -
TICKET GIVE AWAY

fi INKSTINCT TATTOO APP

fi BOOK REVIEW

A show packed with entertainment (for all ages!), Northampton’s

family friendly International Tattoo Convention is on the weekend

of 6th and 7th June this year. The Circus of Horrors is back, along

with the custom cars and bikes and all the other good stuff that

makes this show such a great event. Most generously, the

organisers have given us 6 (yes 6!) weekend passes to give away. If

you fancy being in with a chance of winning one of them, simply

email your details to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk by Friday

22nd May. Usual terms and conditions apply (see p5).

Tattoo Artist Wanted
There's a vacancy for an experienced, reliable tattoo artist with a

good work ethic and a strong portfolio at The Ink Captain's

Tattorium in Exeter, Devon. The ability to do custom work is a

must. To arrange an interview or for more information please

email theinkcaptain@gmail.com or contact them via

facebook: Ink Captain

Body Piercer Required
An experienced body piercer is required by an established tattoo

studio in Stevenage, Hertfordshire. Applicants must have at least 3

years studio experience, their own autoclave and a good, current

portfolio. No drink, drugs or egos! Contact Studio 1060 on 01438

367954 or email studio1060@hotmail.co.uk

So far, the world of tattoo apps

has been very up and down.

Mostly down to be perfectly

honest, but that's no reason to

give up on them altogether. Of

course anybody entering this

marketplace has got to take on the

mighty instagram, but Inkstinct

Tattoo (available on both major

mobile platforms) has boldly

entered the fray. We've had a play

on it here in the Total Tattoo office

and it certainly seems to have

some good ideas... but we've got

to admit we're not really sure who

it's aimed at. A friend who is a

tattoo virgin (but ready to take the

plunge) took a look at it and she

was keen at first, but the moment

she was asked to put her hand in

her pocket all interest was lost -

and our feeling is that the

established tattoo collector will

already be hooked into more than

this app has to offer. So far, its

content is limited, but like all

fledgling apps it's got to build some

kind of momentum before it can

be fully assessed. Only time will

tell if it will really take off. It's free

to download, so give it a try.

The Look Of Love Book

By Todd Noble

A5 soft cover, 136 pages, £55 

Available from www.gentlemanstattooflash.com

The Look of Love Book features 70 different ladies heads, including

classics such as ‘The Rose of No Man’s Land’ and ‘The Girl with Question

Mark Hair’, all executed in Todd Noble’s flawless style. Each painting is

presented alongside the original, bold line drawing. All in all, it’s a great

little reference book and a must-have for fans of traditional tattooing. 

Lizzy Longstaff
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fi GOING VIRAL

Have we got news for you

The tabloids are up in arms about ‘the

spend’ on NHS laser tattoo removal -

which, we're told, has amounted to a

reported £330,000 over the last five years.

Apparently more than 2,000 people have

been given free laser removal surgery,

costing between £150 and £1,000 a time.

Now it's very easy to bandy around these

figures and forget that each person behind

them will have their own individual, and

perhaps very distressing, story. I’m guessing

that in most cases it won't have been

simply "I don’t like this tattoo". And heaven

forbid that the people who were helped

might actually have been tax payers!

There's good news from across the pond.

We hear that the US Army has significantly

changed their stance on tattoos, and there

will no longer be a limit on the size or

number of tattoos that soldiers are

permitted to have on their arms and legs,

provided these tattoos are not extremist,

indecent, sexist or racist. The policy will,

however, continue to prohibit tattoos

above the t-shirt neckline, and on the head,

face, wrists and hands.

Bob Baxter was a singer, guitar player,
television star, writer, magazine
publisher and all round nice guy. 
And it’s hard to believe that I’m writing
this obituary now, for one of tattooing’s
unsung heroes.  Not only was Bob all of
the above, he also did so much for the art
of tattooing over the years, with his
brilliant contribution as editor of Skin
and Ink magazine, and later with his
superb Tattoo Road Trip website. Bob
loved life and did more than most.  In the
1960’s and 70’s he was well known on the
American folk rock scene, singing and
playing guitar with some of the greats,
and landing his own television show,
Guitar Workshop, which ran for 16 half
hour episodes in 1975 on CBS TV. Before
this, Bob and his ex-wife Carol ran a
workshop for budding guitarists and
produced a magazine on how to play the
instrument, with Bob also contributing
his own columns to various other guitar
publications. In 1980 Bob gave up his
musical career, got divorced and moved
to New York, where he became a writer. 
He was later given the job of editor of
Skin and Ink magazine by the main man,
Larry Flynt himself, and worked at the
mag for the next 14 years. He also
published numerous books under his
Tattoo Road Trip banner. 
I was lucky enough to have met Bob all
over the world - including the Japanese
and Samoan tattoo conventions and
shows across the United States - and I'm
proud that we regarded each other as
friends. 
He was a great guy who has sadly gone
too soon. Bob knew for a while that he
was ill with cancer, but he didn’t want
anyone to know. That's a mark of the
man, not wanting to have people
worrying over him. 
He passed away in April and leaves a
wife, Mary, and two sons, Riley and
Noah, who are both fine tattoo artists. 
(Noah works for Greg James, and Riley in
his own studio in LA.) 
So all I will do now is say thank you Bob...
for all you did for tattooing and for being
someone special... It won’t be forgotten
my friend.                                  - Paul Sayce 

Tattoo Historian

It is with great sadness that I heard of
the passing of my old friend and great
mentor Bob Baxter. I have amazing
memories of our meetings, and the
work we did together (as will many
others on the tattoo scene I'm sure). 
There was the time when we first
met, at Ed Hardy’s exhibition in LA
in 1999, and Bob made me show him
my backpiece in order to be
convinced that I was a legit tattoo
aficionado... or the time he hired me
as a columnist in this diner in
Pasadena... or the time we braved the
2001 Samoa convention together.
Over many years I have appreciated
Bob's sharp writing and, of course,
the wise advice he was never shy to
gift to me. Loved by many, hated by
some... You couldn't have been far off
the mark, right? Thanks for
everything Bob, I will never forget
you!                              - Travellin' Mick

I was very sad to hear that Bob Baxter
has passed away. He was without
doubt one of the most influential
tattoo journalists ever – if not the
most. I first met Baxter, as he was
known by many, in 1999 at the 2nd
New York City Tattoo Convention. As
the editors of rival tattoo magazines I
suppose technically we were
competitors, but Baxter never saw it
like that. He treated me as a colleague
and a friend from the start. We shared
the same ethical beliefs about
tattooing and enjoyed many a deep
discussion on the subject over the
years. We even interviewed each other
for our respective magazines!
Baxter was a strong character who was
never afraid to speak his mind and
stand his ground. He helped shape
and define modern, creative,
intelligent tattoo magazines. He was a
rebel, a renegade, a campaigner... but
above all he was a gentleman. He will
be sorely missed.              - Sally Feldt

Former editor and co-founder 
of Total Tattoo Magazine

It’s a tale of viral madness. A massive big up to

Tony Booth at DABS Tattoo Stockport for

taking the Internet by storm. His award

winning sleeve, videoed at this year's Tattoo

Tea Party, has received nearly 50,000 hits thus

far and by the time you read this will be

higher still. It's an incredible piece of black-

and-grey geometric illusion. Check it out, if

you haven't done already, at

www.youtube.com/

watch?v=TWcZHtIEwWI  

BOB BAXTER
1939-2015 - RIP
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Correction...
This piece was featured in

Total Tattoo Issue 126 with

the wrong artist details

alongside it! It was actually

done by Nico 'Hazard'

Romero who currently

tattoos out of White Inc

Tattoo Studio in Guernsey.

Apologies to all concerned. 

RECIPE
CORNER
Traditional... Japanese...or your
own individual style...? What kind
of food do you love to cook?
We're asking tattooists in the UK
and all over the world to send us
their personal favourite recipes so
that we can print a selection every
now and then in Total Tattoo. All
you need to do is email the recipe
and a photo of the finished dish
(preferably with you in the picture
too) to editor@totaltattoo.co.uk
with FOOD as the subject line. If
you want to include a bit about
yourself and why the recipe is a
personal favourite, so much the
better. And if the recipe comes
from a book, website or someone
else who deserves the credit,
please include the details of the
original source. There's no closing
date, and you can send as many
recipes as you like. 

Of course some folk take a bit
more care over their food than
others. Editor James is all about
The Full Monty. What’s not to
love? All that yummy meaty
goodness in just one little can.
(Now you can see why we need
your help!)

RIP
TAKAMI HORIKOSHI

1978-2015

It is with a profound sadness that I am writing this goodbye

for my friend Takami Horikoshi, who passed on the 9th of

April. Not only a talented tattooist but also an amazing

person, Takami was a major influence in my work and

taught me a lot about Japanese tattooing over the years we

spent together on his trips to Belfast. He had a deep

knowledge of the art and a unique and distinctive style of

tattooing, full of character and with a great energy. It was

an honour to tattoo together, draw together and paint

together. Takami Horikoshi, you will be sorely missed by

everyone, both personally and professionally. 

Goodbye my friend. Peace and Love for ever. 

The memories you left will live long. 

Chris Crooks, 

White Dragon Tattoo

GUEST SPOT?

NEW ADDRESS?

ARTIST VACANCY?

NEW STUDIO?

Let everyone know!  

Email your news, with a studio

photo if you wish, to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

and we will print it in the next

available issue of Total Tattoo

completely FREE OF

CHARGE.

Deadline is the 1st of the

month for the issue on sale at

the beginning of the following

month (eg deadline 1st June

for issue on sale Thursday 2nd

July).  Disclaimer see p5.
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Black Temple – Oncoming Fire

www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ncnYqqxvJM

The history of tattoos - Addison Anderson

www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYn15yDBvxM

Boog Interview

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmp9-QoyCK4

Time Lapse – London Reese

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IifQZzhc8k

fi BOOK REVIEW

Horihide: 
Celebrating the Life and Work Of Kazuo Oguri

By Yushi 'Horikichi' Takei

Hardback, 128 pages, £75

Available from www.gentlemanstattooflash.com

Best described as "tattoo history meets biography", this publication successfully

combines artwork, anecdotes, and a very frank interview with Kazuo himself, in

which he reveals the (sometimes sinister) struggles of his apprenticeship and

how he came to learn to tattoo, over sixty years ago. Other tattoo masters,

such as Bill Loika and Henk 'Hanky Panky' Schiffmacher, talk of their friendship

and respect. A fascinating section of the book is devoted to the Tokai Tattoo

Club (the Japanese Association of Tattoo Artists and Fans), of which Horihide

was a founding member, and it's an absolute treat to see the original

newsletters, which are steeped in tattoo history. Horihide was, and remains, a

prolific artist - so choosing just 72 of his drawings to reflect his whole career

could not have been a simple task! His traditional work is beautiful; each

colourful plate is well composed and uncluttered, yet still shows astonishing

attention to detail. This book would make a wonderful addition to the

bookshelf of any fan of Japanese tattooing. 

Lizzy Longstaff
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Whatever your opinion of television 
tattoo competitions, when judges Joe
Capobianco, Hannah Aitchison and

colleagues announced the winner of Best Ink 2013 
it was obvious they'd made a very popular choice.
American artist Teresa Sharpe may only have been
tattooing since 2008, but she's gained a great deal 
of respect throughout the tattoo community. Working
out of Studio 13 Creative Skin Design in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, she's at the top of her game, producing truly
original art of outstanding beauty. But the path she's
taken to get there has not been an easy one.

Words: Travellin' Mick 

Photos: Teresa Sharpe and Travellin' Mick   
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Teresa was at university, and just
nineteen years old, when she took on the
responsibility of looking after her family
after her father's death, adopting her
half brother (just a toddler at that time)
and caring for two other young siblings
too. She had to dig deep into her
resources, both emotional and financial,
but – undeterred – she picked up her
studies again and completed her Fine
Arts degree course then took on a job as
a sushi chef for a year to support herself
and her family during her tattoo
apprenticeship. “Hey, if you only have a
limited number of hours in the day to
achieve your goals, you just go for it”,
says Teresa, recalling those tough. multi-
tasking times. “You put all your life into it,
and then you either make it or you fail.
There can't be any distraction or any
hanging around. Only your motivation
counts. I wanted to become a tattooist
mainly because I wanted to create art.”

When Teresa showed her drawings and
paintings to Jake Ferris, Studio 13's
owner, he didn't hesitate for a second.
He wanted to teach this mega-talented
woman how to tattoo. It was around the
time when artists such as Joshua Carlton
and Mike de Vries were showing the
world what realism could do, so it's no
surprise that was the genre that first
attracted Teresa. Traditional tattooing
wasn't really her cup of tea. “Birds and
roses! That's what I drew as a child. And
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in junior high I was already pretty good
at drawing people's portraits. When you
enter fine arts studies at university, you
should already have mastered that kind
of thing because they don't really teach
you drawing there.”

Teresa has her own particular view of
tattoo portraiture. “You deal a lot with
blurry family photos and memories of
deceased grandparents. Not much fun,
to be honest. Also, tattooed portraits of
family members aren't much appreciated
by anyone other than the people getting
them. Of course they appreciate them a
great deal – they're uplifting – but
personally, as a tattooist, I prefer to
realise creative projects. I want to be an
artist, not a therapist!” 
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Nature is the subject matter that Teresa
loves, and her fans can't get enough of
her work. She's one of those artists
whose tattoos bring joy to their wearers
every single day. She revels in the
endless variety of the floral and animal
kingdoms, and experiments with a
beautiful spectrum of colours. Whilst
exploring microscopic surface textures
she seems to penetrate the very soul of
existence. Human hopes and aspirations
are mirrored in the faces and characters
of her animals, especially in her owls and
other birds. She inhabits her own
fantastically multi-coloured world, skilfully
juggling tones, shades, hues and tints,
and stretching colour theory as far as it
will go. Her years of studying fine art,
and the countless hours she spent with
experts in the field such as Nick Baxter
and Russ Abbott, have certainly paid off.
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Teresa's tattoo concepts have recently
become a lot larger and now often
incorporate not only highly original
designs but also unconventional
placement; something her own tattooist
and mentor Nick Baxter has inspired and
encouraged. “Nick tattooed my chest,
shoulders and neck with organic images,
basically letting them grow all over me
without paying any attention to
symmetry. And that's just what I prefer to
do now myself,” she explains. “No
central motif, no symmetrically paired
features. Rather, I position my main
design off to one side and work
organically from there. This lets me
explore unusual images that are not
squeezed into prefabricated patterns.
Look at the human body. It isn't really
symmetrical. Spine, shoulders, hips... it's
hardly ever really in balance. So, why
struggle with something that is not even
there? I prefer to create a bigger image
and emphasise an entirely new centre of
gravity. And I am happy that my tattoos
are not of the cookie-cutter style,” she
adds. “That's far too enclosed and
limiting for me. My work can easily be
blended into neighbouring tattoos and
help make that part of the body look like
a concept.”
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Her approach may be unconventional,
but aesthetics are deeply important to
Teresa. She thinks a lot about the impact
her tattoos will have on the viewer. One
thing that often keeps her mind busy is
finding ways to make large tattoos look
cool even when the owner is fully
dressed. She likes to be inventive when it
comes to planning what will be seen
through an open collar, below a sleeve,
or under the hemline of a skirt, and she
strategically positions her designs so as
to arouse curiosity about what might be
going on beneath the wearer's clothes.
She artfully plays with traditional tattoo
placement too. “I don't really understand
why a tiger or a phoenix on a sleeve
must be tattooed with the head up. Let's
turn things upside down and put the ass
on the shoulder, where it can't be seen
most of the time anyway. It's much more
interesting that way!” 
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Teresa maximises the longevity of her tattoos
through her clever use of contrast, but – to put it
bluntly – she is aware that some of her tones and
hues might not last as long as the human canvas on
which they are 'painted'. Skin will age, but tattoos
can age faster. However, she is philosophical about
this. “Look, in my style a lot can be fixed up later.
If some of the pastels seem faded one day, I can
just go over them again”, she says nonchalantly.
And she follows this with a remarkably honest
comment that will no doubt be shocking to some:
“And hey, laser technology is advancing so fast. It's
getting better all the time. By the time these tattoos
are faded, it will be easy to erase them!”

teresasharpeart.com
instagram.com/teresasharpeart
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moNdial
du tatouage

With its own museums, live performance
venues, children's playgrounds and no less
than thirty five architectural follies, Le Parc
de la Villette is popular with visitors and
locals alike. It has a very different
atmosphere to the more conventional tourist
destinations in Paris, and we were treated to
some glorious sunshine during the weekend
which made it even more special. But we
weren't there for the park. Oh no. We were
there for quite another reason: to be part of
one of tattooing's great global celebrations!

With more than three hundred of the world's
top artists converging on Paris from all parts
of the planet, and working for three days in
one massive hall, the Mondial du Tatouage is
an absolute feast for tattoo lovers. And it's
not just about the numbers, of course. It's the
creative talent that was assembled. Whatever
style of ink you're into, you can be sure that
it was being executed to the very highest
standard somewhere within this convention.

But I can't resist a small digression here to
tell you about our hotel. Although it was
certainly comfortable, it was also very
strange indeed. It was like staying in an
inside-out cake. That's the only way I can
describe it. Its bizarrely textured walls were
painted an almost fluorescent white and, try
as we might, Perry and I simply could not
figure out how this could ever have been

deemed a good idea. Still, food and sleep
were all we needed, and I soon drifted off
into slumber, anticipating the first day of the
convention and feeling like the cat who was
about the get the tattoo cream.

The next morning, as we headed out of the
hotel in the sunshine and made our way over
the canal and into the park, the water
reflected a strange rippling version of reality
and everything seemed to be coming
together for another fantastic weekend at the
Mondial du Tatouage. But coffee – really
strong coffee – was what we needed first,
and we soon found that the nearby cafes
were all filled with tattoo artists who had
exactly the same idea. (Takings were
certainly up in all the local catering
establishments during that weekend!) Then
we headed straight to the show to enjoy
those privileged early hours when it's such
fun saying your hellos to everybody and
wandering around unimpeded by the crowds
that would later invade...

And invade they did! On all three days, the
public poured in. The queues were long, but
that didn't seem to put anybody off. It
seemed that, during daylight hours at least,
Paris was about tattooing and tattooing only.
There were other things to do at the
convention of course, but not many. Fender
had an exhibition of hand-painted

Tin Tin's spectacular Mondial du Tatouage, now in its third
year, has become a truly unmissable event. It's in an
incredible venue too. La Grande Halle de la Villette and the
unique park that surrounds it – not to mention the city of
Paris itself – is a wonderful place to spend a weekend.
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1. by ivana, ivana tattoo art (usa)

2. the grande halle de la villette

3. organiser tin tin

4. by gabor jelencsik, 

dark art tattoo (hungary)

5. by noka, 

dimitri tatouage (france)

6 & 7. custom fenders
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Stratocasters to relish, and there were various
vendors tempting you to part with your hard-
earned Euros; and there were more than a few
bars and some half decent food outlets. But
these distractions were few. It was all about
the ink.

With the dense crowds, getting round the
show was a slow process. Combined with the
sheer size of the place, this meant that it was
impossible to see everything you might want
to see. So watching the Best of Day
competitions on the large stage (heroically
judged by Filip Leu, Bob Salmon and Luke
Atkinson) was really the only way to get an
overview of finished work that had been done
during the weekend. A prestigious event like
the Mondial du Tatouage also draws in
collectors who come to the convention solely
to duel it out for the other highly coveted
awards, plus plenty of visitors wearing their
own amazing ink – so for us, in photographic
terms, it's like hitting a rich seam of tattoo
gold.

When the sun goes down and the moon comes
up, the bands take to the stage. Not as many as
last year – in fact there were only two. They
only played on the Friday night, and it was all
about thrash, but with a full-on PA and a light
show to match, they were well received. The
rest of the time was given over to DJs who
kept a good groove going as the artists worked
on into the evening hours.

So what makes the Mondial du Tatouage so
good? It's a combination of all the above, plus
a little sprinkle of 'je ne sais quoi' Its heart
beats Tattoo, Tattoo, Tattoo, and even though
it's a massive event it hasn't lost sight of what
brings us all together. The surrounding area is
a hub of creativity and the Grande Halle is a
natural home for the show. Its energy is good
and it's a convention that artists and collectors
really want to be part of – which is due in no
small part to Tin Tin. With him and his team
behind it, you just know that things are going
to be done right.

8.

9. 10. 11.
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8. by jee sayalero, human fly (spain)
9. by christian sacrumcor, 

el rana tattoo shop (italy)
10. by phil kyle, magnum opus
11. by massimo pellicioli, 

novicento tattoo studio (Italy)
12. by andrea pallocchini, 

four x tattoo (italy)
13. by fat manu, 

street art family (france)
14. by horihui tattoo (taiwan)
15. by leeroy inkredible, 

momentum tattoo (france)
16. naughty norm
17. judges, filip leu, bill salmon, 

luke atkinson
18. by fat manu, street art family (france)
19. by pierre chapelan, 

studio tattoomania (canada)

12. 13. 14.
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16.
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20. by matyas halasz, 
dark art tattoo (hungary)

21. by simone mutti, 
dynamite colors tattoo (italy)

22. david monster, 
monster family (france)

23 & 24. damien j thorn, 
sang bleu

25. maud dardeau, 
tin-tin tatouages (france)

26. by marco manzo, 
tribal tattoo studio (italy)

20. 21.

22.

23. 24. 25. 26.



27. by miguel, 

one more tattoo (luxembourg)

28. eilo, mtl tattoo (canada)

29. szabolcs oravecz, 

perfect chaos tattoo (hungary)

30. matteo pasqualin, 

the inkers tattoo shop (italy)

31. by kamil, kamil tattoo

32. by roman todorov, 

the tattoo workshop (italy)

27. 28. 29.

30. 31.

32.
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33. by mathias bugo, 

artribal tatouages (france) 

34. by henrik grysbjerg, 

henrik tattoo (france)

35. by manu badet, 

manu badet tattoo studio (france)

36. by belly button, 

belly button tattoo shop (france)

37. by kynst (netherlands)

38. by star tattoo (taiwan)

39. by phil van roy, 

phil van roy's tattoo ranch (france)

40. by kid kros, 

casa occulta (croatia)

41. shige, yellow blaze (japan)

42 & 43. by nico cennamo, 

water spirit tattoo 

(switzerland)
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We met Dutch artist Johan Potma at this year's
Brighton Convention and we instantly fell in love
with his crazy illustrations. Johan, who lives and

works in Berlin, creates creatures who inhabit a
fantastically jumbled world where reality is scrambled
and everyday objects come to life. We couldn't resist
shining the Total Tattoo spotlight on this highly original
artist. 

So how did Johan develop into the artist he is today? “When I was twelve I started
skateboarding,” he recalls. “It was all I did. All day, every day. And it was through
skateboarding that I came into contact with a visual language that I really liked.
The stickers, t-shirts, magazines, decks... It was imagery that spoke to me, and
eventually I came to realise that it could be a career direction for me. So I started
focusing more on my painting and drawing, which I'd always liked to do but had
never really been serious about. In fact I hadn't really been serious about anything
except skateboarding.”

“First of all I pursued a career in advertising,” Johan continues. “I went to college
to learn about all the cool stuff one can do in this field. But at the end of my
studies, I knew I'd learned about exactly what I didn't want to become. I wanted
something different. I was looking for my own style to develop – a visual language
of my own.”

By James Sandercock
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First of all I   
pursued a 

career in 
advertising...
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“So I decided to do a four year course at the Minerva Art
Academy in The Netherlands. This is where everything fell
into place for me. I loved going there, and I worked my
ass off, experimenting with all the different possibilities on
offer – sculpture, etching, painting, etc. In those four
years, I developed most of what you can now call my
style. I found that I came up with the most interesting final
results by combining lots of different techniques, and this is
when I started incorporating paper collage elements. I
really like the sense of 'the old' that these elements add to
my work. They create a sense of depth. In every corner of
my backgrounds, little stories are being told.”
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“A lot of people ask me where I get my
inspiration from,” Johan says, “and this
isn't an easy question to answer. My
inspiration doesn't just come from one
source. I get ideas from everywhere in
life. From everyday experiences. From
music, going to the movies, museums,
biking around Berlin. I guess the thing I
learned as a young skateboarder was to
keep my eyes open to all the possibilities
my surroundings were offering me. As a
skater you view the city differently. You
are always on the look-out for cool skate
spots, and you have fun with the
obstacles the city puts in your way. I still
try to apply this to my life in Berlin today.
I keep my eyes open and I try to have
fun with whatever I encounter. I translate
a lot of it into sketches, and out of a
hundred sketches that seem to go
nowhere I will discover the little stories
that I can develop into paintings. A line
becomes a shape, a shape becomes a
character, I play around with it, and a
character is put into a context. This is
how most of my paintings happen.”

Johan Potma's gallery/studio: 
The Cheese Mountain Tragedy,
Schönleinstrasse 32, Berlin 

www.johanpotma.com
instagram.com/johanpotma
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Tell us a bit about yourself...
I'm the mother of two beautiful girls, I'm the model director and social media director for Sullen
Clothing and H2Ocean, I'm the lead correspondent for Sullen TV, and I'm also a model of course,
amongst many other things!

You are so out there on the scene. How do you balance that with being a mother?
It isn't easy emotionally to be working and travelling so much, but at the same time I am teaching
my daughters the importance of hard work and independence. And it's an incredible thing to be
able to support myself and my two daughters with a career that I am passionate about. Me and my
ex swap weeks, and I try never to book shoots when I have my daughters – or if there's no getting
around it, I keep my girls extra days to make up for it. My kids are my world.

Tell us about Sullen Angels.
I've been with Sullen for six years now. I
started as a host for Sullen TV, then began
modelling, and now I am our model director as
well. We are very selective of our models. Yes,
looks matter – but personality is equally
important. We don't want girls who are catty or
drama-stirrers. In our Sullen family we only
want models who are supportive of other
women, models who help lift others up, models
who spread positivity and love.

Do you have any advice for new models
trying to break into the industry?
Don't take anything personally. You aren't for
everyone. One of my favourite quotes (though I
can't remember where I heard it) is “You can
be the ripest, juiciest peach in the world... but
there will always be someone who hates
peaches”. Never forget that. Just do what
makes you happy and never give up on your
dreams.

How would you describe your personal
style?
I'm a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl... unless I'm
going out, then I go for a classy and dressy
look.

When did you decide that you wanted to be
a heavily tattooed woman?
It was never really a conscious decision. It just
sort of happened. Even now, I forget how
covered I am until I see pictures of myself! The
tattoo scene is such a loving, non-judgemental
community of creative individuals and I'm very
grateful to be part of it.

What was your first tattoo? How do you feel
about it now?
My first tattoo was a little spider on the side of
my ankle, done in Thailand. I got it while I was
at boarding school... basically so that I would
get kicked out. I was a mess back then, and I
went to rehab shortly after getting that tattoo.
Although it's not something I would choose
now, I will never get it covered up because it
marks that point in my life. It reminds me of
who I was back then and how far I have come. 

Any favourite tattoos among your
collection?
The portrait of my daughters by Alvin Chong is
my favourite by far! Also the scripts by BJ Betts
(“Hope”) and Julius Vargas ("Love All, Trust
Few"). I am currently in love with a portrait on
my ribs, done by Teniele Napoli, of BabyDoll
from SuckerPunch, which is one of my
favourite movies. There's no theme to my
tattoos. Art is art and I love it all.

What inspired your neck
tattoos?
I used to be married, and the zombie
couple wedding cake topper on the left
side of my neck represents that
relationship. The tattoo on the front of my
neck was never planned. I originally had a
diamond dermal put in there, but unfortunately
my body kept rejecting it. Julius Vargas at
Paragon Tattoo eventually convinced me that I
was only giving myself unnecessary pain and
scarring, and told me that if I wanted a diamond
that badly he would tattoo one that would never
go away! It would also fill the space between the
tattoos on either side of my neck. As for the
Medusa on the right hand side, there are many
versions of her story but there's one I particularly
related to and this is what inspired the tattoo:
Medusa had a gorgeous face and golden hair
that attracted many men, including the sea god
Poseidon. But Poseidon raped her in a temple,
and this violation of a sacred place so angered
the goddess Athena that she turned Medusa's
hair to snakes and gave her a face that turned
those who looked at her to stone.

Any plans for more ink?
Absolutely. I need to start lasering pieces that
weren't well done so that I can get them re-done
by a better artist. When I first started my body art
collection I didn't realise there are different levels
and qualities of artists. I thought they were all the
same. I was so wrong!

And what if your daughters want to get
tattooed when they are older?
I am all for it once they turn eighteen, but I'll be
taking them to the best artists in the world.

Any words of wisdom you'd like to share?
If I could say one final thing: Don't forget to live
life with love in your eyes. The smallest act of
kindness could truly save a life.
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ben stone, ben stone tattoo gari henderson, northside tattooz

eddy lou, 
str body modifications
(australia)

lee bridge, 

inkredibles tattoo studio

beynur kaptan, 
beynurs tattoos
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kali, no regrets

sam reilly, inkwell tattoo dalmiro, the family business



josh taylor, adorn body art jethro wood, cloak and dagger

theresa gordon-wade, 

epona art and tattoo

samoẅar, 
zakład tatuatorski syrena (poland) lynn akura, magnum opus
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will sparling, corvidae tattoo

orge, sake tattoo (greece)

dean hughes, timeless tattoo



sanne vaghi, zoes zirkus (germany)

hanna novak, 
three nails tattoo (austria) 

maud dardeau, 

tin-tin tatouages (france) laky, laky's tattoo (latvia)
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welt, yama tattoo (italy)



laura, inkspiration

stoy, sake tattoo (greece)

kirill putyatin, good luck tattoo (russia)
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alex rattray, red hot and blue kayley south, 
northside tattooz

santa perpetua,
black sails
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elliott wells, triple six tattoo

sake, sake tattoo (greece)



paul fistfight, 

true love tattoo 

carlo, blackswan tattoo

miss terri, inkantations tattoo

steven mostyn, 
memories and mischief (germany)

Diego Azaldegui, on the road
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adrian finsterkram, 

three nails tattoo (austria)

mathias bugo, 

artribal tatouages (france)

drew shallis, str body modifications
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ade, axios tattoo

shannon richmond, str body modifications 

dask, sake tattoo (greece) willie g, willie g tattoo



dan hancock, this mortal coil
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andy canino, dedication tattoo (usa)

danny taylor,
inkwell tattoo orge, sake tattoo (greece)

think? - as in 
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jason birks, akira tattoo

(germany)

sophie brown, forever ink rachel baldwin, bold as brass gray silva, rampant ink

williem sang piternel

williem sang piternel
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simon cooke, the ink spot dickie de wit, gold tattoo (holland)

anna cardoza, this mortal coil



yun yun tattoo (taiwan)
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david brazendale, forever ink adam hays, red rocket tattoo (usa)
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It wasn't the way we usually meet the
people who are featured in Total Tattoo,
and it was the last thing I expected to
happen that morning. It was business as
usual in our little office when suddenly the
whole building erupted into a panic. Word
was out that a Traffic Warden had
appeared at the end of our street!
Everybody was grabbing their car keys
and making a mad dash to move various
illegally parked vehicles, but I was a bit
slow off the mark and I didn't quite make it
in time. There was nothing I could do. The
Traffic Warden was looming closer. And
closer still.

Now they always say don't shoot until you
see the whites of their eyes, so I stood my
ground. I had a rock solid excuse about
why I was parked there. But as the traffic
warden sidled up to me, casually, with a
smile on his face, it wasn't the whites of his
eyes that I noticed. It was the whites in the
roses tattooed around his neck.

The Tattooed
Traffic Warden

NATHAN
KITCHEN

Visible tattoos in the workplace. Always a hot topic.
Every now and then a news story will spark
mainstream media interest, spread like wildfire and
burn bright... until the oxygen of publicity runs out
and the flames die down. Then, as far as the media
are concerned, the story is gone and forgotten. But in
the real world, people with visible ink face a constant
challenge in their working lives. For many, it's a daily
struggle. But not for everyone!

by James Sandercock

So I introduced myself and we chatted
briefly... and arranged to get together for a
proper conversation. Somehow I knew his
story would be enlightening.

Nathan is 35, six foot two, and covered in
tattoos. He got his first at the age of fifteen.
It was the obligatory bit of tribal scribble,
something that his peer group was into, but
his love affair with tattoos had started long
before that (and long before the current
tattoo renaissance had even begun to build
up a head of steam). “As a child I used to
cover myself head-to-toe with stick-on
tattoos,” he tells me. “I always imagined
that I would have a giant eagle on my
chest and all those other classic tattoo
images. I knew exactly what I was going to
do with my first pay cheque!” 

But his collection didn't grow quickly. “I
never did get that giant eagle... Getting
tattooed was quite expensive, and I was
earning very little back then. It was only by
doing overtime that I could afford a tattoo

every so often, and I would always get one
done on my birthday. But it's really only in
the last five or six years that I have been
putting in the hours in the chair.”

Nathan's first visible tattoos were on his
neck, plus a small heart on his hand. I was
curious to know whether, as a result of
these, he began to encounter any
resistance at his place of work. “Before my
current job I worked in operating theatres,
where I had to wear scrubs, so my tattoos
were very definitely on display. Although
everyone was aware of them, I never felt
any prejudice,” he tells me. Then came his
interview for a job as a traffic warden. This
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was the first job he'd applied for since crossing the 'public skin' line, and he confesses he
was a little apprehensive. “I covered the heart on my hand with a plaster, “ he recalls,
“and I wore a really, really big collar. It didn't cover my neck tattoo completely, but the
design couldn't be fully seen. Then, to my surprise, half way through the interview, we
started to talk about tattoos and we ended up chatting for an hour! It was only supposed
to be a twenty minute interview.”

Nathan's ink has never been an issue with his employers, even when he turned up for
work one day with a new black and grey rose covering his entire right hand. Would your
employers swallow that? “What I've been told is that as long as the tattoos are not overtly
offensive or blasphemous, then it's OK. But it would most certainly not be OK to have
tattoos on my face,” Nathan explains. 

But what about prejudice from the great British parking public? After all, surely nobody is
happy to see a traffic warden, tattooed or otherwise? “As you might imagine I get a wide
range of reactions, but they're mostly positive and fun,” Nathan says with a smile. “A lot
of it is complimentary. 'Nice ink', that sort of thing. Tattoos are good icebreakers. In terms
of any hostility, the worst thing I've been called is a 'multi-coloured mother-fucker', which
just made me laugh. In fact it's become a bit of a standing joke. My wife even calls me
that sometimes. I like my job because I like meeting people. People remember the traffic
warden with the tattoos, and that works for me.” 

“The most serious prejudice I have experienced is from my own mother,” he continues.
“She is a Jehovah's Witness and for them tattoos are a big no-no. This has always been a
challenge for me. Perhaps it's why I'm split down the middle with a Heaven and a Hell
side, even though I don't use the obvious imagery. The other day I was looking at my
tattoos and I realised the Hell side is almost done and the Heaven side still needs some
work. You can read into that what you like.”

Tattooing is going through major social
change and Nathan is in the very
interesting position of having a front row
seat. He sees it all. “When it comes to
prejudice, I think it's just a vocal minority
not a silent majority,” he observes. “I have
noticed that opinions are definitely turning
round. People want to 'get' tattoos. They
are curious.” Intriguingly, he noticed that it
was the tattoos on the backs of his hands
that caused the biggest change in people's
attitudes towards him.

I felt I had to ask Nathan about his chances
of promotion. OK, he got the job no
problem, but does he think he can rise
through the ranks? His answer says a lot
about him. “Would it be bad to say I
haven't ever really considered it? I am
quite a simple man who is happy with a
simple life. I have a job I like doing and a
family I love, and I am happy for things to
just tick along. I’m not really looking for
anything much more from this job. Sure,
there's a promotional ladder, but the guys
at the top are the ones who first
interviewed me, so I know they wouldn't
have a problem with my tattoos.”

As our conversation draws to a close,
Nathan puts things in perspective. “The
truth is I have never worried about the way
my tattoos might impact on my life. Of
course your choice of tattoo is important in
this respect, but I think the world is
changing. When you compare it with the
early days, it’s just a fact that tattoos have
become a lot more accepted.”
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1. 2.

3. 4.

1. by gray rx, l’extremiste (holland)
2. by bonel, corazon santo tattoo (holland)
3. by tarlito, one love tattoo (czech republic)
4. by ivo, jaz tattoo style & pain (germany)
5. by xenja sint, pointbreak (germany)
6. by vince inx, tattoo mania (holland)
7. cervena Fox likes it hot! 
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ROTTERDAM
TATTOO cOnvEnTiOn

Hot rods, jet fuel trucks and bike dragsters
adorn the hall; acts and bands take turns on
the stage; and MC Femke Fatale certainly
knows how to work the audience. This is
one convention where there's simply too
much action to be able describe it all.
Several barber shops offer hair styling and
cool shaves at affordable prices, and even
the very youngest of tattoo fans can get their
faces painted or have some temporary
tattoos sprayed on in children's play area.
There's also plenty of inexpensive food and
drink on offer, an increasingly rare
commodity at European tattoo events.The
Rotterdam convention is definitely geared
towards the wider public instead of just
trying to attract the hardcore tattoo
aficionado. We might long for the good old
days when tattooing was underground and
tattoo parlours were dingy establishments
down by the harbour, but let's face it: It's
2015 now and tattooing has gone
mainstream. We can't turn back the clock.

Organiser Andy Spaan always brings in an
interesting selection of artists. The
Netherlands has historic trading connections
with the Far East, so it seems fitting that
there were quite a few Far Eastern tattooists
here. Horigen, a master at tebori hand

tattooing, flew in just for this show, and
Horikichi, formerly known as Yushi Takei,
brought his faithful clientele in from
Amsterdam (where he used to work at
Hanky Panky‘s) to show off a few amazing
pieces. Traditional hand tattooing from
Samoa could be seen at the booth of
Lawrence Ah Ching, a disciple of the
ancient Sua tattooing family from the South
Pacific. But it isn't just the roots of tattooing
that the crowd came to see. Many came to
watch local heroes such as Leslie Reesen of
Mad Science in Den Haag or the guys from
L‘Extremiste in Arnhem. This convention
was an amazing amalgam of traditional and
modern styles.

Andy Spaan is a busy man, and he's the
perfect host. He never loses his cool, even
when things are at their most stressful.
Everyone receives a warm welcome, and
everything is handled with energetic
efficiency. As if the Rotterdam convention
wasn't enough, he also puts on the
Eindhoven convention in November - and all
this in addition to his day job as a crane
operator in Rotterdam harbour! I asked him
how he first got the idea of putting on a
tattoo convention. "I've been doing blues
and rock festivals in Holland for more than a

Rotterdam is one of the most important harbour cities
in Europe. It's witnessed plenty of tattoo history, so
it's the perfect place for a great tattoo convention.

This is the fifth time that Andy Spaan has put on Ink & Steel
and the standard goes up each year. Attracting over 5,000
visitors, it's a big boost for the Dutch tattoo scene.

Text and Photos: Travellin' Mick 
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8. artist unknown
9. by sadyah, desperado tattoo (holland)
10. by horigen (japan)
11. by ivo, jaz tattoo style & pain (germany)
12. by horigen (japan) 
13 & 14. by david dondersch, 

l’extremiste (holland)
15. by bonel, corazon santo tattoo (holland)

8. 9. 10.

11.



decade - I'm a musician myself - and we always had tattooists at
these events, but to make it more professional I decided to set up a
separate tattoo convention. That was the first Rotterdam Ink &
Steel in 2011. It's grown over the years, and we have about 250
tattooists now. The Ahoy has really proved its worth as a venue."
So what comes next? "Rather than expanding any further, we're
going to make the event even better by
working on the details. We want to attract bigger names from the
tattoo scene, maybe have more variety with the stage shows, and
so on."
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Europe needs more tattoo events like Rotterdam. It's a great example of motivated people
with a deep love for tattoos working hard to make the world of ink more accessible to the
general public, and bring the beauty of tattoo art to the masses.
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16. by leslie reesen, 
mad science tattoo (holland)

17. by cesar lemos, art 4 life (holland)
18. by raul cruz, 

one love tattoo (spain)
19. by jeroen van dijk, koko-loko 

tattoo & piercing (holland)
20. by eva, desperado tattoo (holland)
21. by ivo, jaz tattoo style & pain 

(germany) 

16. 17. 18.

19.

21.

20.
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Emily Wood has graced magazine covers, part owns an
extremely successful tattoo studio and has more than
14,000 instagram followers. But an artist can only really

be judged by one thing: the quality of their work. Emily's
tattoos are beautifully balanced and super tight, with perfect
detailing and meticulous colour palettes. You'd think someone
so talented would be brimming with confidence, but Emily
struggles with the stresses and pressures of being a sought-after
tattooist and talks revealingly about the very personal “love-
hate relationship” she has with her work.

Words by James Sandercock • Pictures by Emily • Portrait by James Hole

2015 is set to be a great year for Emily.
Among other things, her first sketchbook
will be published by Gentleman's Tattoo
Flash. “It should be ready towards the end
of the summer,” she tells me, “if I can
hurry up!”

But let's begin at the beginning. Where
and when did Emily first encounter
tattooing? “I can’t really remember the
exact moment,” she tells me. “Perhaps it
was to do with the music I was listening
to in my teenage years. A lot of the
musicians were tattooed, and that
probably had something to do with it.
Who knows? None of my family or
friends were tattooed at the time, so it
wasn't like it was something I grew up
around. I guess it was just the path I
took...”

Art was Emily's favourite subject at
school, and she went on to do Fine Art at
A level. “I was always drawing – even in
my other lessons, much to the dismay of
my teachers,” she recalls. “I probably

should have done something like graphic
design, but there was nobody to guide me.
I didn't go on to Uni because I felt that
studying Fine Art wasn't going to to help
me in the direction I wanted go, but I'm
sure that what I learned has
subconsciously influenced me in some
way, even if I don't know exactly how.”
Emily began getting interested in
tattooing, buying tattoo magazines and
trying her hand at drawing in a similar
style to the designs that caught her eye.
She also started to look for an artist to do
her own first ink.

 Emily is an über collector as well as an
artist. “Strangely I actually waited until I
was 18 to get my first tattoo, rather than
trying to get anything underage. Ha!
Looking back, I have no idea why, as I'd
already tried my luck on the piercing side
of things with a fake ID. Perhaps, because
I was so interested in art, I wanted to
make sure I ended up with something I
was pleased with?” After much research
she eventually chose Jason Mosseri at
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Into You in Brighton and went to see him with her ideas and reference images.
“Thankfully he only used my pictures very loosely for inspiration. I looked at them
recently and they are dreadful in comparison to the tattoos I ended up with!” Emily now
has an amazing collection of ink. “I don’t always get tattooed in the same style as I
work in,” she explains. “I have several black and grey pieces, and also some dotwork
and ornamental pieces that I love having on me but wouldn't necessarily attempt to
incorporate into my own work.”
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After college, Emily decided that it was
time to put together a portfolio and start
searching for an apprenticeship. Lady Luck
stepped in. “A friend of mine gave my
portfolio to a local studio, and they agreed
to let me come and hang out at weekends,
evenings and any other time I had off from
my day job. I watched the artists work and I
learned the basics of sterilisation, customer
service, etc. I didn't do any tattooing
though.” A year later, Emily heard through

the grapevine that a new studio was
due to open in her area, so she
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contacted the owners. She was offered a
job as a receptionist, cleaner and general
errand-runner, and decided to move there
and work full-time, while continuing to
learn as much as she could about
tattooing. “I began to practice with small
pieces on myself and friends, and the ball
started to roll,” she tells me. That studio
was Black Heart, the same place where
she still works and is now one of the
owners.

Emily is quite happy to admit that things
just kind of happened; there is no
dramatic story to tell. It was a time when
the veil of secrecy that had protected
tattooing (but also held it back) was
beginning to lift. The era of the genre
specialist had not yet arrived and the
internet was still in its infancy. “When I
first started tattooing I wasn't really aware
of having any favourite artists. I wasn't
even sure what my own drawing style
was,” Emily recalls.

“I would say it was only after five or six
years tattooing that I really started to
develop my own style,” she tells me. “I
still appreciate all the different styles, but
I guess now there are particular artists I
look to for inspiration – because of their
general awesomeness, or because I am
trying to push my own work in the same
direction. It changes though. It will be one
artist this month, and someone different



next month. I do feel it's important not to
get too bogged down with a certain artist's
work, because you don't want to find
yourself inadvertently copying what
they're doing.” Neo-classic, new
traditional, call it what you will, Emily's
work is certainly recognisably her own.
“It takes me a long time to finish a
design,” she tells me. I colour it to
completion so that I know before the
client comes in exactly what I'm going to
do. That means I don't have the stress of
trying to figure out what I am going to put
where on the day. It's stupid really,
because it does take me ages. But it makes
me feel more comfortable.”

“I get more stressed than I used to do,”
Emily confides. “The pressure is greater,
because people are coming to me for
something specific. Before, they were just
coming in for a tattoo – not something
specifically from me. I work fewer days

because it takes me longer to do the designs. I would have thought I would be getting
more confident, but it seems to be the opposite. Hopefully it will go in cycles and my
level of confidence will go up again.”

It does seem strange to hear these words coming out of Emily's mouth. The pressures of
being a tattooist are so rarely talked about. “I do get really stressed over tattooing,”
Emily admits, “and I have to take breaks quite often. I'm so slow and obsessive it can
drive me mad, so I have to step away from it. Sometimes I wonder if I really am a
natural tattooist! I have a love-hate relationship with it. But taking a break does benefit
my art. I still draw and paint, just without the daily pressure of having to tattoo. I'm
always a bit nervous when I start tattooing again. I worry that I've been away for too
long. But once I actually sit down and start working it all comes flooding back.”
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I ask Emily if she has any other interests
that help her cope with the stress. “I do
enjoy going to the gym,” she tells me.
“It's a relatively new thing for me. It
usually helps take my mind off things. I
also like cooking, and I especially like
eating!”

When it comes to that delicate
compromise between a client's wishes and
real-life practicalities, tattooists are often
walking a tightrope. I am curious to know
how Emily feels about this. “It's one of
the most challenging aspects of the job,”
she says. “Often clients ask for something
they believe will make a good tattoo
design, but my experience tells me
otherwise. The goal is to interpret what
the client has requested and turn it into
something that we both feel will make a
nice tattoo. I frequently have to explain
technical issues – things about placement,
or aspects of the design itself, that the
client wouldn't necessarily have realised
they needed to take into consideration.
Being asked to design something
impossibly small, for instance, or on an
unsuitable area of the body. As a tattooist, you need to be flexible and listen to what

the customer wants, but still be able to
advise on the best way of carrying out the
tattoo. Being able to take an idea and put
your own twist on the piece is what sets
each tattooist apart and why some clients
will travel long distances to collect work
from many different artists.”

“Obviously you have to be able to put
your customer at ease,” Emily continues,
“especially if it is their first tattoo.
Patience is definitely required at times, as
with all jobs involving customer service.
It's crucial to be able to maintain a
professional attitude, but a bit of banter is

a must. Nobody wants to spend a
substantial amount of time sitting with,
and being tattooed by, someone they aren't
comfortable with. I have many friends
who started out as customers of mine.
One of the great things about this job is
all the people you get to meet. You give
them something they will (hopefully)
carry with them for the rest of their lives.
I do sometimes find it amazing the
amount of trust people put in me!”

www.blackheartstudio.co.uk
emblackheart.wordpress.com
instagram.com/emblackheart
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TATTOO 
TEA PARTY

It was a damp, chilly Friday night when we
arrived, but the welcome was warm and the
hall looked truly massive. The political
situation meant that support for this show
had grown out of all proportion and the crew
were forced to expand their artist list from
200 to over 350, the vast majority coming
from within the UK and all of them keen to
nail their colours to the Tea Party mast.
On Saturday morning the doors opened at
11am, the crowds flowed in, and the hall
began to steadily fill. Door prices were

reasonable and there was a great atmosphere.
By midday, pretty much all the artists were
working. Everybody seemed to be in a party
mood.

Fun is very much a major part of the Tea
Party, and every year there's something new
on offer. For the first time ever, a power
lifting competition took up one corner of the
venue and we had the pleasure of watching
super-sized muscle-bound contestants lifting
impossibly large weights. We saw the return

It would be impossible to ignore the conflict that surrounded
this year’s Tattoo Tea Party. Everybody was talking about it.
Through no apparent fault of their own, the organisers found

themselves up against a larger commercial organisation who had
decided to move their own convention to the very same weekend, in the
very same city. The Tea Party has occupied this particular slot on the
calendar for the last three years, so the whole thing felt very
confrontational. But people voted with their feet and made it the
biggest, busiest Tea Party ever.

1. pyrohex performance

2. cervena and her pyrohex crew

3. free bumper cars all weekend

4. by adem, fat fugu

5. antony flemming, 
world of tattoos

6. by jack shutt, all ink

7. by theresa gordon-wade, 
epona art and tattoo

8. by kyrie, dabs tattoo

9. by sam barber, heart for art

10. by charly huurman, 

utopia tattoo tribe (ireland)

11. by alex rattray, red hot and blue

1.

4.
2.

3.
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12. 13.

14.

15.

16. 17.

12. goldilox hand poking

13. by charly huurman, utopia tattoo tribe (ireland)

14. by cathy sue, dexterity ink

15. by rob mulligan, colour works (ireland)

16. I want that one!

17. by chris meighan, santa cruz kustom club

18. and I want that one!

19. interesting traders; vintage and co

20. by karl atkins, ursa minor tattoo

21 & 22. by angus, awol tattoo

23.by paul owen, naughty needles
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of Gentlemen's Death Matches, where
anyone and everyone could settle their
differences in a one-minute round in the
boxing ring at the centre of the show
(using massive padded gloves to ensure
that no lasting damage was done). The
circus feel was further pushed home in the
form of Dr Phantasmagoria and his
sectioned-off freak show just behind the
main stage, where all manner of death-
defying acts were performed to gasps of
amazement from the packed crowd. And
once again there were FREE bumper cars
– all day, every day – to the delight of my
son, who was attending the show for the
very first time. There were also classic
cars, a roller coaster simulator, bouncy
castles, an art exhibition and, should you
feel the need, the services of a masseur
and fortune teller – plus a small retro
section at the far end of the hall, with
second hand clothes and objects of desire
from new traders Retro or Rust and Mrs
M Vintage. The icing on the cake was
recent Total Tattoo cover model Cervena
Fox and her Pyrohex performers, who
delivered an impressive fire-breathing,
angle-grinding stage show that even this
jaded old convention goer enjoyed!

...Not forgetting, of course, that in the
centre of this swirl of non-stop
entertainment more than 350 tattooists
were banging out truly excellent work.
Highlights for me were Adam Hays from
America, the right honourable Lal Hardy,
and special guests the Tattoo Now team
(responsible for some of the best tattoo
seminars you will ever hear, with top
artists from around the world). And I have
to give Aurora Tattoo a special mention.
Once again Emma Kierzek and her crew
from Lancaster produced an amazing
booth design, creating a sprawling octopus
made of chicken wire and plaster with
inkpots for suckers.

Whilst it may appear that this show was
fantastic in every element (and, believe

18. 19.

20.

21. 22. 23.
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me, in most ways it was) there were a few
grumbles. Most notably there was no Wi-Fi,
which becomes a problem for the realism
guys if a customer fails to show up and they
need to find reference for a new design at the
last moment. The hall is a large purpose-built
exhibition space with plenty of free parking
– which is all good – but it's also the sort of
venue that can become very loud. Maybe
turning the volume down a tad on the
compere's mike would have actually made it
easier to hear. Also, to help everything run
even more smoothly, we could have done
with some easily identifiable stewards (with
coloured shirts perhaps?) so that everyone
knew who to ask for information. And many
people mentioned the lack of a vegan option
in the food area. But these are all very small
problems that are easily solved, and I know
for a fact the organisers are already
addressing them in preparation for next
year's show.

In summary, if you are a tattoo fan and you
fancy going to a great show – and you want
to take your family for a fun day out too –

then the Tea Party is the one for you. The
price is affordable, and everyone will be
entertained for hours. As for the politics...
well you only have to look at the huge
numbers that showed up to support this
show, the amazing atmosphere that was
created, and the things people were saying
on social media to know what really
happened. It was good to see that when it
mattered the tattoo community stood up
united, together and strong and made their
feelings known. Next year's Tattoo Tea Party
will be at the beginning of March as it
always has been. Come join the party.

24.

27. 28.26.

29. 30.

25.
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31. 32.

33. 34. 35.

24. by sister sammy, empress tattoo

25. aurora tattoo’s ‘octobooth’

26. by andy bowler, monki do

27. by alex whiley, death or glory

28. by owen williams, 

tama tattoo (australia)

29. by phil wilkinson, 

one day gallery

30. by dawnii, 

painted lady tattoo parlour

31. by danny taylor, inkwell

32. by emma kierzek, aurora tattoo

33. by alex williamson, apostle tattoo

34. by leah moule, spear tattoo

35. by joe phillips, vere st tattoos



36. by dawid walczak, golden hands

37. by matt ‘oddboy’ barratt-jones, real art tattoo

38. by lee, bridgend tattoo

39. by chavez pattinson, borderline tattoo collective

40. by dan stone, electric buddha

41. by danny, heart for art

36. 37. 38.

39. 40. 41.
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With his bold, super-illustrative tattoos, packed with colour
and originality, Adam Hays stands out from the crowd. His
unusual approach, drawing directly on to the skin with

minimal construction and no stencil, makes every one of his tattoos
unique and unmistakable. And he doesn't hold back when it comes
to talking about professionalism in the tattoo industry today.

“Tattooing has always been important to me,” Adam tells me. “I grew up in Texas, in a very small
town where your reputation meant a lot. Word would quickly get around. If one person thought
you were an asshole, they would tell ten of their friends, who would tell ten of their friends, and
pretty soon everybody would think you were an asshole. That's why I have always taken my
tattooing seriously. I try hard to conduct myself professionally, so that everybody says what a good
guy I am!”

Adam was always going to be a tattooer. From as early as the fourth grade he'd made up his mind
there would be no other job for him. “I grew up reading Lowrider magazine with all the other little
Mexican kids, so right from the start I was drawing barbed wire, and lowrider bikes and graphics.
But my town was 300 miles from the nearest tattoo shop, and I had to do some growing before I
could even get to go see proper tattooing. It took forever to find an apprenticeship and even then it
was pretty shitty, just kind of thrown in at the deep end working on clients way too early. It took a
long time to iron out all the mistakes I'd learnt. There's bad technique and then there is plain
ignorance. You know the kind of thing. Needles upside down, different colour bands, the differences
in ink. There’s so many subtle nuances that you just can’t pick up from a TV show or a DVD.”

Words: Perry • Picture: A
dam

Hay
s
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Having started tattooing a couple of years
before the first Miami Ink television series,
Adam remembers how it was such a pivotal
moment in tattoo history. “With that show,
everything changed. Myspace and the
internet kicked in around the same time too,
and suddenly it was all coming at you from
everywhere. Previously, I'd got all my
information from magazines, books and
other artists. Then when Miami Ink hit, bang!
– artists suddenly realised the tattoo bubble
had to burst and they stopped sharing
information. It took a long time for tattooists
to start communicating again. The next
generation of artists have gone completely
the other way. They're sharing everything!”

But Adam acknowledges that social media
can be a double-edged sword – because if a
tattooist posts a picture of a good piece, it's
often widely replicated in days. “I get
annoyed when I see a direct copy of a piece I
have done. 90% of my tattoos are drawn
directly onto the skin, therefore they are
always original. And I don't put my sketches
out there for people to use. So if someone
copies me it's because they have taken a
screen shot of an image from instagram and
traced it off. That makes me feel raw,
because it's lazy and unprofessional. It
disrespects my client, their client, and me.
Really they’re disrespecting themselves.”
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Adam is very keen to point out that he is not one of those old
school guys who moans about the new kids on the block. He's
passionate about the art of tattooing and feels personally
invested in its future. “There's a lot of hugely talented
youngsters coming through, which is great for tattooing. I guess
where I get a little curmudgeonly is when I see tattooists at
shows with their name in masking tape because they couldn't
be bothered with a banner. Personally, I feel we are each
representing tattooing as a whole, and if you take no pride in
the way you present yourself, that in turn somehow reflects
badly on me. I think we have a responsibility to elevate ourselves
as a group. Shit, we need to take it seriously! It's not OK to be
unprofessional with an ‘I don't give a fuck' attitude. Tattooing
needs to be respected and preserved. It has taken a long time
and a lot of hard work by a lot of people to get it to where it is
now, and we need to take pride in all of that.”
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Adam's illustrative style, rich with saturated
colour, is not accidental. He has spent a great
deal of time analysing the various genres and
sub-genres within tattooing to find a niche of
his very own. “I look for gaps. I used to do
more traditional, but when that shit
exploded there was just no need for another
traditional tattooer. I am always looking for
ways to be a little bit different. I use images
that are popular, but done in a way that sets
me apart. Working in Manhattan, everybody
wants something different all day long and I
am happy to do anything as long as it's not
too rudimentary. I'm not a fan of crude
illustrations, which is why I don't do folky
traditional. I may use the same subject
matter, but I always want to make it better
and avoid dumbing it down.”

“At the moment I am loving doing animals,”
Adam continues, “and mixing things up. With
instagram and social media everybody seems
to be following everybody else and we are all
seeing the same stuff. I prefer to look outside
of tattooing. I love going to flea markets for
instance, or digging out old books for
reference. Recently I did a filigree course with
a silver engraver who once worked on
Johnny Cash's guns.”
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Like a lot of artists, Adam prefers his clients to bring just a few ideas to
the table. He then refines the concept down to the two or three
elements that will sit well together. The design grows from there, and a
sketch is drawn directly on to the skin. Adam keeps his work clean and
bold. “If a customer wants too many bells and whistles, it gets messy
and doesn't work. I try to narrow it down until it becomes a bit like an
advertisement. A simple, concise statement. If it's the client's first tattoo
in a painful area and they want a ton of things thrown in, then I am even
less likely to say 'Yeah, let's go'. In a way it's not just the project that
needs to appeal; it's also the person.”

“To be honest, I am trying to slow down a little, maybe tattooing one
larger piece a day rather than cramming in as much as I can. I used to be
booking out appointments years in advance, which caused me so much
stress, but if someone is trying to hand you money, it’s hard to say no!
And I never wanted to disappoint anybody. But now I am more selective
about what projects I take on, which means I can dedicate 110% to each
client. It works out best for everyone. Nobody gets the burnt-out
frazzled version of me. The customer may have waited months for their
appointment and be super-excited and it's no good for either party if
you're exhausted. It will show in the work that you do.”
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Adam is well-established on the convention
circuit. “I love travelling. It's not good for the
bank balance, but it gives me a chance to
recharge my batteries and expand my
creativity,” he says. And he loves to visit the
UK, attracted by the rich tapestry of tattooing
on offer here at the moment, and of course
our great conventions. “London is one of the
best shows in the world,” he tells me. “And
Brighton too. Shows in the US are often in
gymnasiums, with loads of bands and lots of
stage entertainment. This makes it hard to
communicate with my customers, which
affects my ability to do my job. I have left
shows for that exact reason. I prefer the
shows that focus on the tattooing, with the
entertainment in a separate area.” And
talking of travelling, Adam will fulfil one of
his lifetime ambitions later this year when he
goes to the West Coast to do a guest spot at
Ed Hardy's Tattoo City. “After that I guess I'll
just have to retire. What else is there?” he says
with a wry smile.

With the American market often regarded as the driving force behind industry developments, 
I wondered what our London tattoo scene looked like from the other side of the Atlantic.
Adam didn't pull any punches. “It's only my personal view, but I think London is about to get a
whole lot more business-like,” he told me. “I see people sitting around twiddling their thumbs,
with some shops employing six guys who all do the exact same tattoo. I am not sure if you
have begun to feel the heat of competition yet but I think it's coming. New York has three
hundred tattoo shops on the island of Manhattan alone, which is just five miles wide and
twelve miles long. Three hundred shops! That's competition. You have to work hard to stay
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busy. That's why I do so much merchandise, so
many seminars, and all styles of tattooing. I don't
want a customer to have any reason to go to
another shop. You need to stay relevant in as
many different circles as you can. If you are a one
trick pony and that trick goes out of fashion...
you're gone.”

Adam is positive about the future. “I think the
industry is in a pretty good place right now. If
you spend all your time bitchin' that the old days
were so great, you're going to miss the great
days now and in front of you. You have a choice.
You can complain about stuff, or you can get on
with it and make the world what you want it to
be. But I am not one to stand on a soap box and
preach. I would just love to see people treat our
business with respect and professionalism. Its
survival, or failure, is ultimately down to us.” 

Adam Guy Hays
Red Rocket Tattoo
78 W 36th St, New York, NY 10018, 
USA
Tel +1 212-736-3001
www.redrockettattoo.com
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IN FOCUS
In these pages we showcase a small selection of work from a group of artists working together.
This month Bridgend Tattoo, 102 Nolton Street, Bridgend CF31 3BP
01656 668644  www.bridgendtattoostudio.co.uk
We would love to feature your work, please send examples to: 
In Focus, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UK

ChrisChris Mostyn

Mostyn

Nipper dave bryant
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Nipper Nipper Mostyn
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Nipper
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UK CONVENTIONS
May 8-10
Maiden City Ink
Everglades Hotel, Prehen Road Derry
Northern Ireland
maidencityink@aol.com

May 16-17
Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool,
Merseyside L3 5UL
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 23-24
Northern Ireland 
Tattoo Convention
Ulter Hall, 34 Bedford St, Belfast, County
Antrim BT2 7FF
www.facebook.com/pages/NI-Tattoo-
Convention-2014/228873017124155

June 6-7
Leeds International 
Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall - Royal Armouries Museum
Armouries Drive, Leeds LS10 1LT
www.leedstattooexpo.com

June 6-7
Northampton Tattoo
Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,
Northampton, NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconventi
on.com
Tel: 01604949958

June 13-14
Bristol Tattoo Convention
Brunels Old Station
The Passenger Shed, Station Approach, Bristol
BS1 6QH
www.bristoltattooconvention.com

June 14
Reading Tattoo Show,
Rivermead Leisure Complex. 
Richfeild Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER
readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk
0118 9590700/01189598616 
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 20-21
Croydon Tattoo Convention
Park Lanen, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1DG
www.croydontattooconvention.com
Tel 07507914885

June 20-21
York Tattoo Convention
York Racecourse, YO23 1EX
www.yorlinternationaltattooconvention.co.uk

July 4-5
Southampton Tattoo Festival
The Ageas Bowl, Southampton
www.southamptontattoofestival.co.uk

July 25-26
Portsmouth Tattoo
Convention
Guildhall Square, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO1 2AB
www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

July 31-Aug 2
2nd Titanic International
Tattoo Convention
1 Olympic Way, Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter,
BT3 9EP Belfast
www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconventionbel
fast14

August 1-2
Bedford International 
Tattoo Convention
Bedford Corn Exchange, St Pauls Square,
Bedford MK40 1SL
Tel: 01234 930504

August 14-16
Tatcon Tattoo Convention
Norbreck Castle Hotel
Queen's Promenade, Blackpool, 
Lancashire FY2 9AA
www.tatconblackpool.co.uk

August 15-16
Norwich Body Arts Festival
Open, 20 Bank Plain, Norwich, Norfolk, NR2 4SF
www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

August 22-23
Robin Hood Tattoo Festival
Cotgrave Welfare Club, Woodview, Cotgrave,
Nottinghamshire NG12 3PJ
www.robinhoodtattoofestival.co.uk

September 13
Female Tattoo Show
The Assembly, Spencer Street, Leamington Spa
CV31 3NF

September 25-27
International London Tattoo
Convention
Tobacco Dock, 50 Porters Walk, London E1W 2SF
www.thelondontattooconvention.com

November 14-15

Sheffield Tattoo Show
Magna Science Centre, Sheffield Road,

Templeborough, Rotherham 

South Yorkshire S60 1DX

www.sheffieldtattooshow.co.uk

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS
June 6-7

Tattoofest
Kracow, Poland

www.tattoofest.pl/convention

www.facebook.com/TATTOOFEST

June 26-28

Midleton Tattoo Show
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Co.Cork, Ireland

facebook.com/midletontattooshow.

September 12-13

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road, Galway, Ireland

www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

September 18-20

3rd Annual Steel City Tattoo
Convention
David L Lawrence Convention Center

located at 1000 Ft Duquense Blvd

Pittsburgh PA 15222 USA

www.shaneoneillproductions.com

November 1

Tattoo Sunday - Brugge
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41, Sint-Kruis

Brugge, Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

November 13-15

Brussels International 
Tattoo Convention
Tour & Taxis,  Avenue du Port 86, 1000 Brussels 

Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

CONVENTION CALENDAR

Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to 
Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.
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As is constantly being pointed out, the world of

tattooing is changing, more rapidly than ever. The

Old School approach is fading fast. The days of

keeping secrets and sharing information with a

select few went out with the advent of affordable

internet access. One of the newer things is the

“cult of celebrity”. We're seeing tattooists

become TV personalities, with tens of thousands

following them on social media, and "raising the

profile" online has now become almost a

necessity. The increase in popularity of tattooing

over the last ten years has led to much

commercialisation. More and more people are

seeing tattooing as a plausible career choice and

everyone wants a slice of that pie. New

businesses are springing up almost weekly, and a

corporate mentality is becoming an everyday part

of the running of a studio or convention.

More people getting tattoos means more money

to be made by the businesses manufacturing and

selling the equipment... leading to more

competition between merchandising brands and

suppliers. Tattooing has now entered an era of

sponsorship deals. But is this necessarily a bad

thing?

I'm friends with people on both sides of this

argument – sponsored artists, and guys who were

Old School when a lot of us were pre-school. So

I'd like to knock holes in a couple of common

misconceptions that I see trotted out in "online

discussions".

Firstly, sponsorship rarely means free shit.

Generally it means a discount. Secondly,

sponsorship is often more about the popularity of

the artist. Being good isn't going to gain someone

sponsorship if they aren't interested in being

known outside of the town in which they work.

The answer to the oft-asked "Why the hell is

he/she sponsored?" isn't always a reflection of

their talent; sometimes it's just that they have a

shed-load of followers, or manage to get plenty of

positive exposure for the company by the amount

of miles they put in.

To some, "sponsorship" is a dirty word, talked

about like it means getting on your

knees for a good seeing-to by a slimy pox-ridden

businessman. I've also heard "They don't even use

what they endorse", which is complete bollocks.

Why would anyone want a discount on things

they don't use, or align their name to a product

they don't trust? 

Simply put, sponsorship is a business proposition.

Hitching your wagon to a popular artist makes

good sense for a company that wants to get their

name out there, and getting a discount makes

good sense for the tattooist. As long as a

company maintains good ethical practices and

doesn't start cutting corners then no problems,

right? Well, that's where the sponsorship thing

hits a snag. 

Supply companies used to be run almost

exclusively by people within the tattooing

community. Now they're becoming big business.

People are seeing investment opportunities......

and often, people who see investment

opportunities want to see profits before ethics. 

Personally, I think it's pretty straightforward. It's

up to the artist to choose what they represent

and realise that the quality and moral principles of

that business reflect on them too. I've seen

tattooists walk away for that very reason. It does

happen. We've recently witnessed a certain big

business thinking they were larger than the tattoo

community... that they had their hooks in too

deep for anyone to stand up to them... but they

soon found out that we're actually a strong

collective of free-thinking individuals used to

having our skin broken. “Community” still trumps

"industry" in our culture.

So, just who does sponsorship hurt? Is it harming

the craft? Well, it's certainly changing the way we

are exposed to products; glossy catalogues now

champion the ink used by this person, and the

machines made by that person. But I think main

thing overlooked is the massive leap forward in

equipment quality and skill levels that this growth

has nurtured. The average tattooists are the ones

with the most to gain from this, and yet they're

often the ones who kick up the biggest stink

about others being sponsored. 

Generally, it boils down to jealousy;

pure and simple. Others achieving

success will remind someone that they

haven't worked hard enough. Sure, it

stings to see someone reach the dizzy

heights of this profession after only

tattooing for a couple of years, when

you've been plugging away for ten or

twenty years, but you know what?

Maybe you're just not hungry enough

or good enough. You want to attain

the same level and get sponsorship?

Go out and earn it. You don't want

"none of that sponsorship crap"?

Then why the hell are you moaning

about someone else having it, you

cocktrumpet? 

I don't have sponsorship

(#wilkosproteam!) but I have been

offered help by Barber DTS for a

charity booth at the Liverpool

Convention. I'm proud, and

pleased as punch, that someone is

giving me a helping hand and I'm

not ashamed to say I asked for it.

Sometimes it's just that simple.

Put in the work, stay positive and

talk to people rather than taking

to the keyboard and posting

vitriol. When it really boils

down to it, the latest machine,

brightest inks, sharpest needles,

and most gaudy packaging will

not turn a scratcher into a

Tattoo God. They are only the

tools. The real investment

needs to be between the ears.

Martin Crosthwaite

Flaming Gun Tattoo

flamingguntattoo.com

Sponsorship is a controversial trend in the tattoo world. Now us

tattooists love a moan and a gripe almost as much as a good cup

of tea (and both at the same time is tattooist heaven) so I

thought I'd tackle the subject... after putting the kettle on. 

Martin Crosthwaite

Flaming Gun

shares his thoughts on Sponsorship
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